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Artnotes
If art is a

product of one person's particular

interaction with experience expressed in

—

visual form, everything about an artwork

from the choice of medium

—

of content

detail

is

to the smallest

— who he or she

and

artist's

and negotiate

to a greater extent regulate

unconscious.
vital role in

gaps between

identities or the

And

artwork

own

By

identity.

considering the

The

at the

complexity that makes

comparing our own responses, both

and

expressed interpretation
to

in the

artwork and

our pre\ ious encounter with that concept

or experience,

we can move towards

articles in

Calleiy aim to extend such

reality.

It is in

identities

—

artwork gathers

and viewer

its

—

is

mixed with

Nangaku's work and

my

she

is

A quite

art.

The

the clay of Eino

attempt to put

it

of comprehending another

difficulties

Rebecca Garrett writes of the
currents and undertow in the work of three

and

identity.

meeting of the two

this

artist

others, life

different fluid

her

Canadian

that the

relevance and richness.

whose

artists

identities, radically

diverted from their natural course by their
history and circumstances, provide direct

Gallery no 20

issues of identity

counterpoints between the varied effects of

on

particularly focused

is

which have become

Canadian and African colonial

intei"ventions.

progressively more central in contemporary

philosophy and

art.

Inter-cultural influences

Opening

his

review of a pertinent book, a

Murray McCartney

and cross-fertilisation of ideas and values

fruitful incoherence,

have of course always occurred. Conquests,

quotes Antonio Gramsci:

trade, the spread of religions

and new

technologies have continued from earliest

"The starting point

times, for example, the successive conquest

the consciousness

of Nubia by Egypt and Egypt by Nubia,

knowing one 's

between East and West, colonisation of

trade

Europe. North Africa and the Middle East by
the

Roman

Empire. In recent times, national

and cultural borderlines have become

in

is

you an

which has

infinin-

leaving an inventory.

of traces without

Therefore,

it

is

imperative at the outset to compile such an

The European

increasingly permeable.

of critical elaboration

of what one really is and
self as a product of the

historical process to date,

deposited

inventory,"

colonial ventures to the Americas, Africa

and Asia seemed largely uni-directional
systems yet

their imposition of alien

now

clear that

colonisers.

it

in

influences rebounded on the

The two World Wars

this

century

cau.sed massive disruption of concepts
cultures, as well as

and

employment
become commonplace.

education, has

Cross-cultural marriage

is

or

at least

95%

while living, ever a 'product'

Is

the adjective 'historical' all-

encompassing enough? Does

And

incorporate

it

and instinctive

factors that contribute so strongly to

Does

it

acknowledge

which has played an equal

America, for instance, has a population of

which

self,

a completed, stable, thing?

identity?

a global reality

resulting in multi-cultural inheritances.

•

one's

Is

i.e.

the biological, chemical

worldwide migration.

Travel, whether for refuge,

This quotation raises several questions:
•

is

if

'herstory'

unrecorded

part?
•

Is

it

possible to compile an inventory

if

the

traces are infinite?

trace their origins to

other countries and cultures.

Communication through books,
television and
to the

now

Our minds have

film,

internet continue to

add

as yet

to select, repress

unfathomed

abilities

and interpret aspects of

experience and memory. Science has shown

range of influences.

that stimulation of a single brain cell
It is

produce unremembered memories,

possible to conceive of identity as a

liquid

which

is

altered subtly or strongly

by

additions, orientations, pressures, and

tension and viscosity.

If

one thinks of the

range of alterations possible
this

in

and on

mirrors the flux of identity. Alternatively
is

more

complete and independently verifiable

Such normally inaccessible
memories are one example of the traces
which evade an inventory of the self

a fluid

allows for endless permutation which

perhaps identity

can

in

detail.

defined by varying degrees of surface

stable with certain

Identity

seems

to

me

rather than a product,

a continuing prcKess

one which

alters in the

very act of compiling an inventory.

artist

and viewer, bringing

to the artist's identity

inventory.

who

this artist

facilitates insight into

you closer

stimulating investigation of your

under the microscope clearly indicates the

a

broader and deeper awareness and

knowledge of ourselves,

Marks looks

work of Helen Lieros and provides

responses to a concept or experience and by
to the

here that art has a

meeting places.

.some pointers in analysing the liquid

artist's

is

personal sense of self and our identity as

In this issue of Gallery. Frances

equally dependent on the viewer's

is

it

providing otherwise impo.ssible

meetings between

The viewer's experience of that same

transactions of

various sorts occur, both conscious and

complications exist such as differing public

conceived by others.

"really is".

Whenever two people meet

potential alterations. Various other

and private

determined,

consciously or unconsciously, by the
identity

core elements which retain their dominance

Editor

and

own

Helen Lieros, Kefalos Series,

1

995,

45cm, recycled paper,
mixed media

tallest

^jm^i^f.-},

Frances Marks
investigates

the underlying
currents in
the work of
Helen Lieros

Painting
Self

tlie
Amongst

painters past and present there are those

an objective dehght

in the

who

pursue

physical world, others are perhaps

preoccupied with the expression of sensorial pleasure and
there are individuals

whose raison

d'etre

is

the discovery of

hidden meanings, universal truths and essences.

And

of

paintings there are those which are destined for the viewer,

intended to awaken him/her to these

images which are akin
significance that

is

'facts'

and there are

to private diaries with a

more

language and

closely veiled.

The work of Helen Lieros is personal in a way that goes
beyond trying to bring her experiences of the world to order
for others to understand. It is her means of achieving a sense
of inner resolution. At the heart of her painting

of 'self, of what she
in relation to

is

composed,

spiritually

is

and

the question
culturally,

her environment. This theme of exploration has

sustained Lieros since her studies in Switzerland where, as a

young woman aged 19 or

20, she first

question the make-up of her identity.

began

to actively

Why

this

long,

is

should be of such concern so early, and for so

due

to

arrival in

was

circumstance and.

Born

personality.

Gweru

in

Zimbabwe was

ot

I

accidental. Lieross upbringing

not of a child adapting to the

and country of

believe, to her very

Greek parents whose

demands of

its

of a child far from

birth but that

place
true

its

home. The sense of dislocation was doubtless extended
by the insistence

that

Greek alone be spoken

in the

family home, a language that was neither the ciilonial nor
local tongue.

Her background
have been

bom

not an unusual

is

and raised

in

was posed by

difficulty for Lieros

tale,

many

children

The

foreign countries.

and depth

the richness

of the history and culture of the country of her closest

many

relatives. Just as

Italians feel

condemned by

age of Impressionism, so Lieros had

to

do

the

XIV

Renaissance, the French by the reign of Louis

or the

battle with

an

was thousands of

ancient and almighty civilisation which

miles away. At the same time she has struggled with her
identity as a

Zimbabwean

Unlike the

in a restless,

and now, post-

Greek? African? Greek-African?

colonial .society.

USA,

for

example, where one can be

American, Afro-American. Latino-American,

Zimbabwe

is still

it

heritage and

its

Irish-

in

too early for the acceptance of dual

nomenclature.

Lieros has always been unusually emotionally and

which may have added

visually sensitive,

evolving her

difficulties in

own

to her

In a previous

identity.

interview (see Gallery no 4) she recounted the visual
sensations she

of

how

would experience when playing

the piano,

she would see colours upon hearing notes. This

rare psycho-sensual condition, synaesthesia. complicates

one's experience of the world by making

sounds and scents

all

significances. To a synaesthete, nothing
would otherwise seem.

Lieros's search for individuality

and divisive

human

not driven by a

at

not so very different after

all.

and myth are

culture she has focused
parallels she finds.

Her

Recognising

at the

Even

if

a

is

that

core of Greek and African

on revealing and expressing the
interest

does not revolve around

connections are seldom tangible or physical

viewer.

.selfish

heart we, and thus she, are

The

topographical or figurative features.

are they or their

it

desire to establish universal

connections to prove that

common

is

quite what

is

me, my". Instead, her creative force

'I,

very positive and

spirituality

colours,

its

more vibrant with unexpected

the

in origin,

meanings necessarily obvious

nor

to the

they are expressed through material

form the equivalences and

similarities she

draws are

olten invisible, being spiritual or sacred in nature.

To this end it is fair to say that Lieros is a painter in the
Romantic tradition of Delacroix and the Baudelairean
"correspondancc'.' and in the .Symbolist approaches of

Redon and Morcau.
is

Kxpressixe above

all.

her imagery

an intriguing blend of the figurati\c and the abstract.

Lieros has evolved a poetic formal language which,
true

Symbolist and Romantic

style, is accessible to

in

more

than one sense. Her colours for example, the patches of

deep reds and blues, simultaneously iinoke

local

sensations o( heat and dust and the traditional palettes of
the Byzantine muralist.

appears in so

Helen Lieros, War Lords (and details),
1999, 120 X 110cm, mixed media

The .schema of

many of her

the lace that

paintings, the Ship

of Fools

and War Lords for example, changes

its

bearing from

mask

Its

repetition

to icon, aggressor to innocent.

through her work over the

last

seven years leaves one

with the distinct impression that

one and

all.

this figure

symbolises

Lieros's most direct questionings of what her cultural

legacy was to be were the 1995 exhibitions 'Diary of an
Inheritance"

at

Gallery Delta and 'Antithesis"

Mayfair Gallery. London. The
heads shown

in

London were

undetermined character and

.series

a disturbing statement about

ethnicity. Their facial

features

were

buttons,

mouths and eyes were blanked

partially

at the

of seven fabricated

obscured by flaps fastened with
out.

smoothed

mummified appearance each head
removing the layers would reveal

over. Yet despite their

belied the idea that

anything other than a soulless void.

This absence of certainty was reflected
Dreain/FuUeii Icon wherein the
its

back with

its

in

N'anga's

stiff, lifeless

figure lies

on

arms outstretched suggesting both an

appeal for help and a sense of loss, be

dependence or constancy. Icon or
swathes the figure lends

it

it

of

faith,

not, the blue

which

a sacred quality of Western

origin and the impenetrable features of

its

mask-like face

a fitting metaphor for a feeling of isolation. But,

when

viewed alongside the broad monochromatic sketches of
figures and horses, the head of the icon assumes a more
international, pan-African appearance.

Helen Lieros, Kefalos Series,

1

995, recycled paper,

mixed media
Helen Lieros, N'anga's Dream / Fallen Icon, 1995,
175 X 87cm, mixed media - marouflage

The

significance of the goat to the

Greek Orthodox

to African society has, in relation to its role in

Church and

Lieros's work, already been discussed (see Gullery no 4).
stridency of her use of its slaughtered fomi, and the

The

emotions these images engender have

"inheritance'

not.

revealed a life-size stylised model of a slaughtered goat

suspended by

its

hind legs from a

Inheritance" and "Antithesis'

Both

"tree".

showed a

violent painting

of a butchered goat, reminiscent in tone of Rembrandt's
Side of Beef. The cold grey of the sculpture was redolent

of sadness, of

loss,

to the celebratory

of loneliness that was quite in contrast
with which it would normally be

mood

One was

associated.

left

with the feeling that more than

had been sacrificed and for uncertain ends.
The painting of the dismembered goat appeared to have
been brutally torn apart, a sensation enhanced by its

just a goat

blood-red colour and the starkness of the background.
Given the circumstances which surrounded the two

shows one cannot help but associate

this idea

of being

pulled in different directions as indicative of Lieros's

own

feelings at this time.

which they

Similarly, in the context of the exhibition in

were shown, the Grecian form of the Broken Vase and the
clearly Greco-centred but very private Tribute to a Greeli
Family

Africa had an even greater poignancy as

in

indicators of a questioning of pasts and futures.

Nonetheless, in spite of the outwardly descriptive or
objectively representational qualities of these works, one
with the distinct impression that Lieros's paintings

is left

are personal mindscapes, aide-memoires

which transport

her into a private world of quiet but powerful passions,
atmospheres and associations. In this way, the effect of
Lieros's paintings

is

similar to the fictive musical

instrument which Joris-Karl
novel.

A

Huysmans conceived

composed of

in his

was

Relwitrs. This piano-like creation

vessels filled with differently tinted and

flavoured liquids, each of which corresponded to a
particular tone or chord. A sequential sipping of the
fluids enabled the "musician' to play
palate, internalising his

harmonies on his

compositions for the satisfaction

of his senses alone.'

Such

is

the impact oi

Mother Earth, with

the deliberate

positioning of five squares of pure colour and three of

indecipherable textual symbols around the schematic

head,

all

of which hover on a painted background of

indeterminate depth and substance. Not surprisingly
Lieros

by her own admission, deeply

is,

to

drawn

to

the formal qualities of religious icons and

acknowledges the influence of

their beauty

and

emotional charge on her painting. Affecting the
viewer in much the same manner as does an icon,
they

move

one's consciousness from the physical

world into one that

is

emotional and

spiritual.

However, since Lieros's images are without overt
religious significance it is perhaps more fitting to
ascribe to

No more

them

the

powers of the talisman.

apt a term could be used to approach the

paintings of Lieros's most recent individual exhibition

"Logos'. Lieros revisited Greece

in

April of

last year,

ostensibly to re-familiarise herself with the artistic
traditions of the Byzantine

and Cretan Schools

connection with her commission to decorate
'\n

fresco secco. the very public interior

of the Greek church

;

in

Maputo

The consequences of this
pilgrimage went beyond a

in

Helen Lieros, Sacrificial Goat, 1995,
112 X 25 X 20cm, mixed media

Helen Lieros, African Icon,
1995, 175 X 87cm, mixed media -

(left)

marouflage
(below left) Helen Lieros, Tribute
to a Greek Family in Africa, 1995,
87 X 87cm, mixed media
(below

right)

Helen Lieros, Broken

Vase, 1995, 102 x 87cm, mixed

media

-

marouflage

simple assimilation of form and colour. They were
manifest

in

made

expressions of her experiences of her re-exposure to, and
embrace of. a culture which was hers by dint of ancestry

Although, once again, there was a clear exploration of

was

culture, 'Logos'

Having been face

Lieros.

heritage of her parents,

many ways

in

to face

a departure for

it.

rites, the

Each of the paintings drew heavily upon the
ceremony and the history of the religious

architecture and orders of Patmos, Thessalonica and

Meteora. This was formally evident

in the

use of script,

character and colour.

Evolving a personal iconography for these works Lieros
invoked the atmosphere and occasion of Greek
Orthodoxy. Arguably the most impressive of all the
works on show, the Bema Doors (see Cover) came across
as the

means

to a very intimate conduit into the

realm of

were

the sacred. Their ancient colour and texture alone

almost enough to suggest that

they could speak they

if

would have much to tell. The reproduction of segments
of text from specific religious tracts alluded to the history
of the Church yet at the same time imparted an aura of
mystery, secrecy and restriction. To the majority, unable
to read ancient Byzantine scripts, the text in itself

explained nothing,
larger things, as

inclusion

its

The

was symbolic of much

were the primitive faces, mounted

horsemen and a crucified

figure.

spiritual portent of the

Bema Doors,

or

Winged

Prayer, for example, are obvious to even those from a

non-orthodox background.
in spite of a religious

It

must again be stressed

component these

own door

paintings per se. Lieros's

that

are not religious

into a visual

and

emotional history, they are more appropriately considered
as three-dimensional equivalents of a seer.

Not

of Lieros's work

all

is

search for and of her past.

drawing

the product of her keening

Though

is

it

through and

that Lieros finds the greatest feeling of

in

emotional

many paintings which recount her
enjoyment and love of her immediate surroundings. The

repose, there are

Droui^ht for example,

is,

for

me

at least,

an African landscape. Recently on view

was

a poetic vision of
at

Gallery Delta

the Ship of Fools, a joyful interpretation of the

mediaeval myth of human

folly.

Inventively framed,

being a boat within a boat, and incorporating a palette of
literally and
unusually light and airy colours
symbolically

—

—

it

defied any .sense of personal confiict or

inner turmoil.

Through 'Logos' and the cathartic effects of her
commission in Maputo, Lieros has perhaps been able
come to terms with the fact thai she "nmlains many
selves.

mun\

impulses,

many

dimensions,

many

to

siih-

personalities. not all of which can be reconciled with

each other"*, something

that is very

much

at the heart

of

the condition of twentieth-century man.

Notes
1.

A correspondancc

is in

effect an analogy

between physical and

spiritual

matter wherein sights, sounds and sense arc intertwined.
2.

3.

Odilon Redon and Gustave Moreau pursued the realm iif the spiritual
in their art in a manner thai was at once decorative and narrative
Baigcnt and R Leigh. The Elixir ami the Simie. London:
Sec

M

Penguin, 1997. p298.

8

4

ifci(/p311.

marouflage

(opposite bottom left) Helen Lieros, Winged Prayer,
1998, 120 X 85cm, mixed media - marouflage
(opposite bottom right) Helen Lieros, The Drought,

inherent history

its

spirituality rather than her attempts to position herself

within

-

with the land and

religiousity in particular, hi

its

"Logos' she reflected her reactions to

and

(opposite) Helen Lieros, Mother Earth, 1999, 110 x 110cm,

mixed media

rather than birth.

Greek

(below) Helen Lieros, Ship of Fools, 1999, 270 x 118cm,

mixed media

"Logos', which revealed Lieros's private

1997, 58 x 44cm,

oil

on paper

Eino Nangaku:
an approach to his ceramic
work is considered by Barbara Murray

The basic clay

Eino Nangaku, English Pot, 1999,
29 X 28 X 27cm, open-fired clay
(left)

(right)

10

34

Eino Nangaku, Vambo Pot
18cm, open-fired clay

X 21 X

/,

1999,

Eino Nangaku,
Man/, 1999,
44.5 X 18 X 16cm,
(left)

It

a baked

stands four square on solid legs,

extension of the raw earth from which

is

it

made. The rough clay above the legs has
been formed into a rounded, weighty bowl/

open-fired clay

body which

(middle) Eino Nangaku,

rises to a thick,

human

indications of
its

lumpy, patched

One can

topped with four knobs.

lip

discern

Justin Nangaku,

or animal in the form,

63

animated by the hollows and

solidity

Eino Nangaku,
Totem
1999,
21.5x11 x 12.5cm,
(right)

add suggestions of recesses and shadows.
presence.

the English Pot. This

It is

and the work

has

it

II,

title

amply demonstrate

defines

it

999,

open-fired clay

mounds of flesh beneath a skin and the
random markings of the smoke-tlnng which
Like a small being of solid energy,

1

x22x 12cm,

open-fired clay

the ambiguity and complications of cross-

seem

interpretation

Yet

a

it is

I

eyes nothing could

— a warning against

English

less

my

To

cultural readings.

should perhaps have heeded.

work made by an

who

artist

has

had missionary schooling and has lived for

40 years

Zimbabwe, probably

in

English of

all

Eino Nangaku.
Eiiglisli

refined
in

its

most

the

former colonies.

Britain's

maker, says he calls

Pot because

and well made". This

is

it

and

"it is functional

perplexing

terms of the ceramics exhibited in

Zimbabwe by such
whose extremely

potters as Marj Wallace

refined and delicately

— bowls,
— would meet any

glazed porcelain pieces

tableware

and

plates

"English'

However, when compared

standards.

other pots on display in Nangaku's

to the

solo

first

exhibition at the National Gallery of

Zimbabwe,

the English Pot reveals

— such

differences. His other pots

Vambo Pot

I

and

—

and Basin Face

Vamho Basin

//.

on

sit

I

as

and

//.

their bellies

without legs, are smaller, more modest, and

perhaps most importantly, they contain a

more encompassing anthropomorphism,
each pot having clearly defined face, eyes,

How

human

or animal forms.

artist's

explanation take us? Attempting to

does the

far

understand his terms: "functional', "refined'

work using brushwood

and "well made', English Pol could be

and

described as 'less decorative' and "more

old oildrum. His father and other

processed' compared to the other pots. This

village carved

is

understanding.of the complexities behind the

— a conclusion

that

I

must admit

about his work as a whole. There

which seems,

to

me

is

much

an unusual figure

is

he seems to

drift rather

seldom

something of an enigma and an
society.

Bom

moon over

in the

works on exhibition
presence.

Nangaku

rests.

cuts

than walk; quiet,

talks

much and

difficult.

Exceedingly

motionless for hours

at

Atelier Delta.

He makes

his

art

own

Western

Ovamboland, north eastern Namibia, he
came to this country seeking employment
almost 40 years ago. at the age of 25. After

clothes, a curious mixture of

several years as a farm labourer, he lost his

consisting of striped cloths and feathers,

job and decided to

met

Tom

some

make

Blomefield

at

art for a living.

He

Tengenenge and did

stone carving but soon gravitated to

wood and

later clay

were used by

— both materials which

his parents.

He

loves hats, also

which he drapes over

his lofty head.

When

asked about his clothes, Nangaku laughs and

his

ants' nests,

moulding

firing using cattle

from

it

dung
the

into pots

as fuel.

and

pit-

He himself

bush around Harare

was one of the largest
quiet, dreamy

—a

Immersed

in the narrative,

sociological aspects of local
Justin

—

Justin

Nangaku."

art. I

asked

who

was
a brother or son perhaps?
Nangaku cackled heartily for several
minutes before exclaiming. "There is no

Nangaku is entirely imaginary, a
young man in the prime of his life. Many of
Eino Nangaku's works appear to be
embodiments of cyclical aspects of life.
They represent the essentials: Baby. Egg.
Man. Woman. Pol, Ghost. Totem. Spirit,
Owl. Hyena, Ball. Not all are African: Tiger,
Justin

St Mark, Jesus in Gethsemane, English Pot.

says he likes wearing things that are
different

and

that

only

women

Ovamboland wear such

Nangaku

homemade,

in

In the West,

mankind concentrates

natural reality.

His quirky sense of humour

is

again

revealed in the creation of Justin Nangaku.

This

tall,

its

energy

attempting to control and 'improve' on

hats.

mother collecting clay from

remembers

collects clay

garments and idiosyncratic decorative
elements.

his head,

in his

only regular employment as a model for
students

in

sit

an

Harare. Tall and thin.

understanding can be

at least, unreachable.

Zimbabwean

outsider in

in

in

men

objects such as

ethereal, he

gentle, he will

Nangaku

wooden

walking sticks and head

however, far from a satisfactory

piece

fires his

elegant figure in clay with a half

However,

birth

and death

and the body return us inevitably
simple basic facts of
that

Eino

is

life.

It is

to the

these facts

concerned to represent, using

11

most basic of materials

that

in

its

simplest

technique, open-fired clay.

Eino Nangaku, Baby, 1999,
15 X 20 X 13cm, open-fired clay

(left)

'Modem' mankind

predicates existence on

the illusion of linear time: progress,

achievement, change, development.
Histories

come and

changes.

We

shuttles

(right)

go. Technologies bring

Eino Nangaku, Jesus

in

Gethsemane,

1999, 16 X 21 X 17cm, open-fired clay

have computers and space

and antibiotics and yet they do not

alter the basics: birth, death, the body, earth.

For

we have
many people point to

our remarkable inventions

all

not altered nature and

humanity's psychological and biological

—

Rome

stasis
from Ancient Greece and
Nato and Kosovo.

to

Religious beliefs demonstrate an underlying
difference in orientation. In the West,

mankind
state

of

is

on a

'sin',

linear course

from

birth (a

immaturity and perhaps

related to a nation's definition as "under-

—

developed")

a uni-directional striving

towards the ultimate goal of immortality
('heaven' or the 'paradise" of 'developed'
nation status). In African religion (and

possibly the beliefs of the East and other

'under-developed' regions), mankind is
more commonly conceived as part of a
cyclical geometry of time where birth
involves the re-introduction of a past spirit

and death a return
appearance

in

to the ancestors until re-

another birth or

spirit

possession.

Climate has impacted on these orientations.

The harsher northern hemisphere requires
mankind to protect itself resulting in
invention, competition and individualism.

There

the continuing attempt to control

is

The warmer southern climate makes
less stringent demands and, on the whole,
existence is more dependent on maintaining
a balance which foregrounds the

(left)

continuance of successful traditions, co-

21 X 13 X 10cm, open-fired clay

nature.

Eino Nangaku, Boxer, 1999,

operation and group ethos, with a greater

acceptance of nature as

Eino Nangaku, Reading. 1998,
17 X 18 X 13cm, open-fired clay

(right)

it is.

Eino Nangaku's awareness seems to be
concentrated on those essentials which

remain the same from century to century
the cyclical ba.sics of

may

differ as in

life.

Thus while

Vambo Pol and

they are both just types of pots

—

styles

Eniilish Pot.

—

basic

vessels.

Many

of Nangaku's works, can be placed

in

a sequence which creates a circle of time
rather than linear time.

work

entitled Jesus in

The interesting
Cethsemane shows us

a small, intensely blackened, vulnerable

The

creature.

figure sits

on the ground,

head bowed down, body curled into a
protective circle.
strive:

we

clothes,

self-

not writhe or

don"t see his face; there are no

no

halo,

no

theatrics.

He

is still,

submissive before his

fate.

Geihsemane becomes

the representative of a

pha.se

—

Jesus in

a small ball of pain-filled

facing dc:ilh

12

He does

humanity

This shape

reversed in

is

Baby whose body

also forms a curving roundness of soft flesh

with a sense of containment and passivity.

Here the body

—

lies

upwards and open

to life

"Song of Innocence" in contrast to the
Gethsemane "Song of Experience". Egg and
a

Ball offer us a representation of

when

life

before

body takes
simplest, possibly original, form
uncurling into life and curling up towards

birth

and

after death,

the

its

—

death in an eternal circle.

Upright figures are
life

at

various stages of their

They include

span.

Nangakii,

Man

Girl, Justin

Woman

I.

Chief and Boxer.

I.

The bases of all Nangaku's works

are

proportionally large and solid, indicating a

The heads

strong attachment to the earth.

too are large while the bodies are reduced in
size.

Even Boxer, though

hands are

his

prominent, has head and feet
disproportionately larger than his body.

Nangaku says
important in

knowledge

that

life,

is

most

a belief reflected perhaps

emphasis on the heads. Several of

in the

Reading

in particular

conveys a sense of

No

concentrated mental activity.
of gender

is

his

books and

figures are portrayed with

indication

given in either the male-titled or

female-titled works. All the figures are
solitary except for the

few

companion. Each work

that

have a

unique

is

no copying, no reproduction.

—

It is

spirit

there

is

certainly

mass production we

not the tourist-oriented

see in local stone 'sculpture'.

Nangaku's

largest clay figure to date

Chief. This solidly based

planted on the earth,

is

is

man. firmly

also the only clothed

He wears a cloak, perhaps a scarf,
and a tall hat. The imposing head and hat
inay indicate the wisdom of the elders, a
figure.

universally held African belief

which again

reveals the different attitude to "progress'.
In the

West, youth and "newness' are

worshipped while

in Africa,

age and

experience are more highly respected. Chief
is

He

a motionless figure.

hand

holds in his right

a soft, lifeless animal.

There

is

no

weapon depicted and no triumphalist attitude
conveyed. The hand, the stance and the
animal form convey gentleness. The animal
is

not flung over the shoulder or dragged by

a hind leg. This

work

offers an antithesis of

those photographs showing colonial hunters

proudly brandishing their guns with one foot
triumphantly stamped on the animal's dead
body.

Taken together these works provide an
eternal circle:

Egg

(birth).

Baby (innocence).

Girl (youth).

Man/Woman and

(adulthood),

C/»>/(wisdom of age), Jesus

Gethsemane (experience and

Eino Nangaku, Spirit
Element, 1999, 49 x

(death )/£g,? (birth).

35cm, mixed media

imagination?

And

Bo.xer
in

suffering). Ball

Justin Nangaku'^

Perhaps the embodiment of creative

artist

I

am

not suggesting that the

intended this projection but rather that

when considered

together they reveal an

underlying conception.

Eino Nangaku also writes songs which add
something

our perspective on his work:

to

Praise Africa
Praise Africa. Beautiful, our motherland.

Good Africa.
Praise Africa. Love wonderjul, of Africa,

We are

a kiitgdoin.

is

throne.

Praise Africa. Peace galore, in the realm,
sen'e Africa. Reveal wisdom.

As

Praise Africa.
like

windfall, shine happiness,

a wind. Brint;

spirit.

Praise Africa. Glorious, soul of Africa.

With kindness

in

your mind respect Africa

our homeland.
Praise Africa. Gentleman and ladv of

your prayer None evil fall.
None curse come. Bless Africa, our

justice offer

motherland.

Paiwrama

Africa

Our Africa,

vast

panorama. Bright

Africa,

panorama, and shine, vast panorama.
Our Africa, vast panorama. Bless Africa,
vast panorama: milk and honey, vast
panorama, is running, vast panorama.
vast

Our Africa,

vast panorama.

Old hut not fall,

and growing,

vast panorama, rich

panorama. None end. Never

vast

die. vast

panorama.

Our Africa,

vast

pimorama. Today

your

at

home, vast panorama, full moon, the

stars,

vast panorama, of the sky shine again, vast
panorama, no dark hut romantic, vast

panorama.
Africa,

good panorama, justice praise
panorama, of Africa, evoke
vast panorama.

honest, vast
spirit,

The enigma of Nangaku's
contemporary' reality

How

is

such

art

in

art is the

which he

exists:

man who

created by a

in Harare, a twentieth-century city

lives

teeming

with the trappings of "modernity": the
fashionably dressed youths toting cell

phones, the snazzy cars, the high-rise blocks,
billboard advertising and consumerism, TV.s,

CDs, PCs? Perhaps it is an indication of
how little so-called modern inventions and
developments impinge on
Clearly Nangaku's

art

real life

comes from

here?
the inner

realm of his philosophy and a view of

which remains

relatively

life

untouched by the

changing fads of "progress". Nangaku's

work has

a

raw

originally his

about

life in

integrity that

own. What

19W

is

it

is

uniquely and

has to

consumerist modernity

is

us

the end, irrelevant. Despite

its

seeming lack
art is

modern, of today, a relevant

expression of contemporary reality both

4

in

Eino Nangaku, Chief,
1997, approx.
110 X 32 X 30cm,

Zimbabwe and in the rest of the world. We
may communicate by internet and tly to the
moon but. in reality, our humanity remains

open-fired clay

raw

clay,

forming and reforming into the

Vaniho Pot, the Hnglish
1

of

superficial and, in

of "modernity", Eino Nangaku's
entirely

lell

that the paraphenalia

Photos by Barbara Murray

The complication

of evolving a personal identity in post-colonial circum-

made throughout

the world. Rebecca
Garrett, a photo/film/video-based installation artist currently teaching and
completing a Master's degree in Canada, examines the different approaches
of three Canadian artists. The similarities to and differences from contemporary African identity-formation are thought-provoking.

stances

reflected in art being

is

Transactions
Zachery Longboy, Confirmation of My Sins, 1995,
videotape (detail)

"What has become

presenting a rough historical overview,

subjectivity

since Independence.

visible, then, is that the project of reinventing
can justly be described as collaborative by white artists

when we participate by at last beginning to recognise, name,
depict, and relinquish the interests of our own investments in the
only

privileges

oj' self-identities

formed with reference

to

a fantasised,

The anguish of discovering a self that
transaction dissolves in the recognition that one

primitivised colonised other
originates in this

can be an active participant

in its

rather than a passive onlooker
guilt."

A slide

I

concentrated on work done

of a stone sculpture came up and

asked the students to say what they thought of

made them

think of Picasso.

They agreed

it.

Someone

that they

The

sculpture derivative of, a copy of Picasso.

I

said

it

thought this

attitude

was

dismissive and certain: they knew, and they were not interested. The
sculpture

was

passe, derivative, not interesting.

reformation and redefinition

doomed

to collect interest

and suffer

In telling this story

my

intention

is

not to

show how ignorant

uninformed these students were. This particular group was

'

or

in fact

extremely well informed about and sensitive to issues of race,

A consideration of the

work of Stephen Foster, Zachery Longboy
and Shelley Niro opens up an extremely complex field of enquiry.

or "borrowing" of African forms and the

All three artists are from Native Canadian backgrounds and each

"Primitivism" in

artist is

engaged

in

an unflinching analysis of the historical, material

and social ground from which
result is

work

that

is

their personal voices speak.

The

identity

many varied debates around
when presented with a
contemporary work by an African artist, they could not see the work

adequate

modem

except from within their

critical interpretation

interpretation of history

demands no

less than a re-

own

And

yet,

frames of reference.

haven"t the debates around these issues caused the frames of

reference to change?

and subjectivity, and an analysis of the
overdue for us to admit: we don't know what

viewer's intemalisation of colonial, imperialist and national

The time

The challenge is to conceive of a shared
cultural space within which to view the work. This shared cultural
space is impossible without acknowledgement of the dominant role
played by a particular experience of colonialism from which we all
speak, read, make art, critique and interpret.

sculpture means.

perceptions and codes.

can see

found myself living

in

Zimbabwe

is

is

this

When we (in the West) look at this sculpture all we
a loop
a
our own discourse: a one-sided monologue

—

self-perpetuating feedback loop.

Time and

—

again. African artists

think they are going to have a dialogue, but are left standing

amazed

while the West continues to analyse, interpret and collect from
within

I

art.

both intensely personal and inherently political.

Why
An

and difference. They were aware of Picasso's appropriation

its

own narrow

view.

for three years in the early 90s

where I was visiting artist in residence at the National Gallery of
Zimbabwe. Some time after I returned to Canada, I gave a talk on
Zimbabwean art to a group of art students in Toronto. After

is one of
more visible markers or signs. Debate around appropriation in
West has tended to personalise the issue as though if you or I

Colonialism involves a long history, of which appropriation
the
the

i

c

could just stop appropriating things

However

everything would be okay.
appropriation

is

the inevitable,

inextricably linked result of a

between

historical relationship

peoples and between nations within a

map of empire and global
By dressing up its basic
new clothes, post-

particular

capitalism.
tenets in

colonialism continues and perpetuates
colonial relations and values under the

As

guise of an equal playing field.

Ania Loomba notes, colonialism
"locked the original inhabilanis and the newcomers into the most

complex ami traumatic relationships

in

human

history."

Achebe uses

-

a different strategy, that of re-defining and re-inventing

the English novel

My understanding of colonialism was

Zimbabwe and Canada

experience in Africa.

different colonial history.

originates in colonialism:

its

share a similar but

Just as colonisation

definition and existence as a nation

and

infrastructure, institutions

from an African point of view.

my

Independence docs not mean the end of

Zimbabwe's very

colonialism.

influenced greatly by

official

resistance to

taken on

it

was not

many forms

a retrieval

in

many

from the

These structures were not developed in isolation: colonial
administrators from Canada and Zimbabwe got together regularly in
Britain to exchange notes on effective ways for containing and

forms, genres and tropes.'

managing

local populations

and the colonial enterprise.

particularly successful feature of British colonialism

of the colonised to colonise themselves. In

A

was

this sense,

The

realities specific to

we know

that

our perceptions are

changing

hegemony

it

even when

distorted, limited, constricted

by

The

Canada

the perception that

Americans or Europeans.
true.

an irreconcilable tension between the search for a secure
place from which to speak, within which to act. and the awareness of
the price at which secure places are bought, the awareness of the
exclusions, the denials, the blindnesses on which they are
predicated."

"

Independence does constitute an
abrupt break from the past

however and prompts

a renewal

of strategies for de-colonisation.
African

artists

we were
If

have responded

various ways. Ngugi

in

wa Thiongo

agrees with Fanon that

it

is

necessary to go back to history,
to reclaim a past that has

been

distorted and discredited

by

colonialism. Novelist Chinua

is

we

among

the

to be

now dominant

are nice multi-cultural

kinder, gentler colonisers than

you look

at the facts, this is

simply not

Colonialism in Canada has involved and continues to involve

systematic physical and cultural genocide, oppression, stereotyping

and exclusion. Images of indigenous Canadians have been and
continue to be used to mask actual conditions of Native peoples and

images to demonstrate
is

all

Canada. To

Canada has been, and continues

history of colonialism in

actual NativeAVhite relations.

that old view.

There

writing about
in

colonialism in Canada.

culture in

terrifying to risk

am

understand their work therefore requires an understanding of the

relevant tool of colonisation.'

is

I

belong to a tradition of resistance to colonialism

distorted by myth. For instance, there

it

from

to violence;

and re-definition of colonial

three artists

over truth and knowledge replaces troops and guns finally as the

so familiar, so safe that

strategies of

the training

"Each of us carries around those growing up places, the institutions.
a sort of backdrop, a stage set. So often we act out the present
against the backdrop of the past, within aflame of perception that is

A

from silence

places:

past, to a re-appropriation

people, and the myth that

1

same everywhere,

and reclaiming of cultural forms, narratives and motifs

language remain British, attesting to the global reach of imperialist
structures.

the

were and are varied. Strategies of resistance have

are in the past

and we

its

The Canadian nation uses Native

tolerance and to prove that

will all

all

problems

dance into the future together, free and

happy. But the nation does not care as

much about what happens to
much

actual Native people and communities: does not put neariy as

time, effort and

money

into

working with actual people and

Stephen Foster,
Off Centre, ^995,

video installation
(details - clockwise
from top left)
Photos courtesy

communities as
effect.

it

does into producing

Native imagery

is

image. This has a double

appropriated by and enlisted into the

service of the state. At the

something dead and

tlie

of the artist

same

time. Native culture

in the distant past:

is

presented as

and Native people are

portrayed as happy and willing participants in the national agenda.''
a resistance to the appropriation of Native

Stephen Foster's work

is

images, culture and

works by the

art

state.

As he

points out: "With

the disruption of cultural traditions the Native cultures of

Canada

closer and closer,

As

we

the dance continues,

how when

abuse

at

first

hear a number of voices

he was a teenager he yelled

now
boy who is

story except

Another narrative

is

it

is

told

to

vanish into history.

traditional structures of our cultures

may feel that the
no longer exist, that we are no
Non

Natives

longer essentially oral cultures, and therefore our authority over our
cultural expression either

By presenting Native
culture

it

no longer

exists

or

is

no longer

culture as a part of history

relevant.

and not as a

living

displaces the authority Native people have over their

traditions

and

relocates

it

in the

hands of the museum and

own

the state

"^

the point of

the victim of the abuse.

interwoven with these, about a

from the point of view of the
point of view of the

later tells the

from

hate crime: the killing of a Native

were expected

racist

another boy in order to disown his past and

view of the

is

One voice

person stones.

impress his friends. The same voice

same

entirely

at pixels.

speaking overlapping
tells

image disintegrates

the

till

and we are looking

man,

killer

man who

told again

and then from the

has been stabbed and

lying bleeding on a suburban lawn.

In the video Off Centre

(which holds up

weU

as a videotape, not just

image appears in a frame within that of
the endlessly dancing Indian. It is the image of a staircase, shot
from above, with a man running up and down the stairs, endlessly.
The voices continue over this image. It is as though a story or
as documentation) another

stories

from the past have been brought

And

into the present.

little

has changed: instead of dancing around a

man

is

trapped in an institutional stairway

—

fire,

so

the figure of a

a parallel, circular

structure of oppression.

Stephen Foster's video installations deconstruct stereotypes and
mythologies by re-appropriating and re-claiming appropriated
imagery. In Off Centre. Foster re-appropriates Curtis's
appropriation^ of Native images by using a scene of a Kwakiutl man"

dancing around an outdoor

fire,

from the 1914

film.

//;

the

Land of

the Headhimters.'" Foster has looped this scene, then re-shot

monitor, rescanned

it

if

off a

with layered oscillation, and manipulated the

There

is

another.

complexity of voice, and voices. Stories contradict one
The authorial voice in the piece speaks from a place of

struggle not uncertainty. This

is

a

self,

conscious of

itself

cost of .self-formation, but not only in relation to itself
structure of Foster's

work

is

open ended and

invites

and of the

The

and requires

a circularity to the logic of

image through a succession of generations .so that the image seems
echo and disintegrate into bits and bytes as the man dances

completion by the viewer. There

to

appropriation, and Foster's re-appropriation of images implicates

endlessly, absurdly, pointlessly, around and around. Foster sees the

us.

binary coding aspect of digital technology as a metaphor for culmral

circle,

assimilation and institutional entrapment. There

endlessly up and

is

the manipulation of the image, like a surveillance

a progression in

camera moving

is

As viewers we become entrapped in the same never-ending
without origin or end. The footage of the artist running

down

the stairs evokes the intemahsation of

institutional values, structures,

ways of seeing.
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Zachery Longboy also makes video
Confirmation of My Sins

image of

'become White'.
is

installations

many of

We

slow motion, and an elder

away and

then see the image of an elderly White

dress and artifacts from a children's

on
one's mind. Longboy
float

geographic location

begins with an

It

her people have drifted

the artist's adoptive mother. Later

These images

and videotapes.

a 12-minute videotape.

a barefoot Indian dancing in

speaking about how

who

is

is

a

we

woman

to be an Indian'.

like thoughts tloaling

states that his "relaiion lo

place

a dream image of home based

through

I

m what have only recently
My brother and sister were

was brought up

iny.self

me

and

I

did not

1

from different backgrounds. They were both older

at birth,

my

looked up to them: they were

conception of race, and

it

was

know anything about

not until

my

world.

.^Os that

backgrounds.

their

I

My

had no

I

realised that

I

sister's

adoption was private and unofficial and she was never able to access
infonnation about her birth family. She committed suicide

was

iinil

27. Suicide

my

never simple but

is

when she
out

sister's inability to find

anything about her past was clearly a contributing factor.

in digital

reality. A dream image, not true history but idealistic
"
landscape, imaginary."

adopted
than

see images of Native

book on 'How

background,

upside down.

recognised was a multi-racial family.

home

My parents worked actively

for social justice

and a society free of

racism. Their intentions were good. At the time, conditions on

A voice,

the artist's voice,

is

over again. Actually, there

saying "I'm sorry. I'm sorry." over and

is

a doubling of the voice.

There are two

voices: the artist's natural voice and a second voice that
artist's

is

voice which has been electronically manipulated.

recognisable as the

artist's

also the
It is still

it was believed by many people
was the best thing for the children. Also with the best
race was silenced in my family. With the best intentions

Native reserves were very bad and
that adoption

intentions,

individuals cannot help but replicate colonial relations.

voice but distorted. The iinages change

from stereotypical images of Indian-ness to stereotypical snapshots
artist's upbringing in his White family. The voices continue

from the

as these emotional, nostalgic

images

drift by:

"I'm sorry. I'm sorry."

In the past

few years

sister's past but

re-claim

my

I

have done a great deal of research about

past

discover that this story

I

never finished. Through

At the time

it

was made,

in 1995, the artist

was responding

compulsive returning to

to

discussions taking place around the importance of going back to

own

He

was a general disregard for
was erasing what actually
happened. For him what happened was a bi-racial upbringing, and
he was not willing to disregard his adoptive mother, and was not
going to be ashamed of his actual history.

one's

heritage.

felt that

there

my

have found out nothing. In attempting to claim or

it I

that

understand

which

is

is

how

not

my endless

loop

—

it

is

erasure creates a

known.

It is

a story of

how, despite the best intentions, colonial relations are reproduced
within the most intimate institutions, the family and the

self.

actual history and that the going back

Perhaps because of

insists

on recognising

the historical, material

ground from which he speaks, a ground

that

is

and social

not pure, essential or

singular but confused, conflicted and hybrid. For Longboy, to
that

ground

is

a radical,

courageous

name

act.

I

I

found Zachery Longboy 's tape

interpreted the repetition of "I'm

by not being able

sins'

up

to live

to the expectations of

However
feel this

meaning

in

conversation with the

way.
as

it

He
is

around, one big

artist,

Longboy

said he doesn't

thinks of "I'm .torry" as a mantra that loses

its

The words become
It just keeps going, around and
some closure, hut the movement

repeated over and over.
is

circle.

no end.
There

is

part of collective thought."

\^
>%s'
^
**

Zachery Longboy,
Confirmation of

Wy

Sins.

1995, videotape (details)

Photos courtesy
Toronto.
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being

Native nor of being White: for not being able to be culturally pure.

unimportant: "There

Confirmation of My Sins is like a distorting mirror in which I see
myself distorted by a similar history of colonialism writ personal and

background

sorry" as anguished, as about being pulled apart, as 'confirmation of

my
Longboy

my

painful to listen to and watch.

Canada

of

V-Tape,

is

I^^^^K^Ig^^

~
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women

Indigenous

Canada

in

are subject to a double erasure: as

Native people and as women. Shelley Niro uses images of herself,

to create the present.

The next panel

silhouette shape of a

woman standmg

her family and friends to deconstruct stereotypical images of Native

absent presence: "the

women

portraits,

— often with

biting hilarity.

Although her

first

love

is

painting, she uses photography and tllni because "people can

respond to

it

and

immedialely.

Being an Indian person, technology was always used against
We're trying to use technology and make

Are You

My Sister? is

a series of

1

it

sepia tone and framed in intricately engraved copper.

engraved

copper are of a

in the

a design that

styli.sed

artists

was appropriated by

in

The designs

Masonic brooch,

changes and

It

referring to

the Iroquois " in the 17th and

.So that

in a

landscape

cut-out

— another

the blank person are sort of self-

shapes that I'm the shadow and

it's up to me to decide what to
depends on the people that I depend on,

it

moves;

my

the people that are influential in

and

responsible for those influences

The next

2 full-length photographic

communities. The photos are printed

First Nations'-

and

us.

shadow and

.laying with these

put into thai blank.

a positive experience."

mother and daughter and friends and

portraits of the artist, her

from other

the shape.

can have an ongoini; dialo\>ue.

I

and I'm

in the series is the

and

life,

I

have

to

he

that feeling of community."

eight panels in the series arc photographs of Niro. her

artists, actors, writers, filmmakers from
The women exude strength and confidence.
Niro presents a model of the self that is not fixed, static, but in tlux,
in formation, interdependently with others. Something feels

mother and daughter, and
other communities.

equivocal about the figures' relationship to the land.scape. There

a

is

strange wispy tension between the strength of the figures and a

early 18th centuries.

rt^««?^JCT»ifiig»M.i»i«)8aiWV<fe?fSasa

As

much of Niro"s work,

in

a deceptively simple surface opens up to

a complex, layered interpretation. Niro
past: reclaiming history.

photographs

at first

The

is

sepia tone and the posed nature of the

dominant

settler culture but

speak of something else

entirely.

when we look

relation to the land that

Niro's

suggest the kind of romantici-sed 'ye olde"

version of family photographs within a colonial past that are popular
in the

tentative relationship to their settings. This

closer the images

work

is

called Are

You

My

Sister?

/

believe that

we

all

carry

with us memories of prehistory and we're all products of the world,
and we 're fossils, even though we 're young. So this slide represents
to me that purity and that time in the world when really there was
nothing. But out of that comes creativity, which adds drama.

a sort of self-portrait, like the other one. and it shows how
you are influenced by elements around you, and eventually you 're
This

is

turned into

shape

this

in

response to things that are happening

around you. Besides creativity is invention, and this is a natural
"
invention, an invention that comes from the necessity for surx'ivul."

The

first

panel

is

an archetypal image of the shadow of a

the ground, in the countryside,

on the

grass.

woman on

The shadow speaks of

both presence and absence: an absent pres'ence. Like a presentiment

from the

past of things to

come

or like a spirit hovering.

A
women

changing, evolving.

the history of forced re-location

They make

colonised.

still

I

have

neo-colonidlisin: we're

The women
they

in these

embody

'"

—

it

is

about a

A crucial

subtext to

from the

Mohawk

a specific result of

still

it

sound

it's fun.

like

to fight against that.

being colonised,

it

I

have a

Post colonialism

photos are not claiming ownership of a place;

a connection that

is

not confident and fixed, but in

both specific and not:

The place

lived environment

sides of buildings, plain interiors etc

—

is

it

reflects a

—

that

and community are scattered and

attests to a recognition that strength

must be constantly reinvented through networking and community
building. Niro refers to the role of women in keeping things
together, both in traditional culture

and the

The
this

last

political

importance of

two images

in the series are

time with the landscape inside

The landscape
last

is

and

women

in the

of a

it,

new

dislocated culture,

within the Iroquois society.

woman's

silhouette shape,

and then an 'empty' landscape.

work has come from.
two images in the series,

Brantford, locating where the

two images mirror

the first

connecting us back to the beginning, suggesting a reading that
as

is

never stopped."

constant negotiation.

These

superficial reading of this could lead to fuzzy metaphysical

interpretations about Native spirituality linked to Nature,

certainly not an

colonialisation with implications that continue to reverberate.

"We 're

Niro explains:

is

is

Valley north of Albany to Brantford

colonised mind, ami
"This piece

is

uncomplicated claiming of ownership of land or home;

clearly re-defining the

circular

is

and continuous.

earth-mother. But Niro regards this image as a starting point,

bringing

it

very

much

within the present, and within an

Appropriation of Native representations by the dominant settler

understanding of images and history as part of an active engaged

society relegates Native people to a frozen, timeless past and claims

dynamic process.

the present

By
Niro has laid the groundwork for the piece: she
History but of complicated histories and

is

how we,

is

to be calcified.

reclaiming and

speaking not of

redefining representations of her self within her living, working,

the living, are

struggling, inventing

active participants evolving out of those histories and using the past

20

and the future for the nation. Niro refuses

bringing history into the present. Niro

community. By showing us her artwork, she
it, but graciously and generously

not only offering us a place in

is

demanding

we

that

consider our role and responsibilities as active

agents in the making of the past and the present and the future, rather
than as passive consumers of images and others.

The challenge

that the

work presents

not simply to conceive of a

is

shared cultural space but to take on the responsibilities that

come

with sharing that space. These responsibilities include a claiming of
a particular history and ground: an analysis of the self as constructed
in

and by particular

that an

and

that

else that

is

it

this self construction

also, in essence, political.

sense.

I

involves personal stakes

Finally there

something

is

has to do with Zachery Longboy's 'V/rr/f of

It

thoughf\ where

collective

and social forces; and a recognition

historical

awareness of

unknowing and we
the whole point.

I

recognise

will all just

am

I

not alone in

my

Shelley Niro, Are You

keep talking anyway because

that is

My Sister?,

1994, (total dimensions) 102 x 640cm,
photo-installation
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re-located from the

Mohawk

over

this border,

Valley in the

many

USA,

Iroquois people were forcibly

USA to a reserve

near Brantford in

Canada.
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(left)

Svetlana Kopystiansky,

Love Neither Mountains nor
Forests, 1995, mixed media
/

(below) Susan

Hlller,

From

the

Freud Museum, 1 991 -96,
259 X 914cm, 50 mixed media
boxes in vitrine - installation
Carlos Capelan, Mapas y
Paisajes (Maps and Landscapes),

(right)

1992, installation

a

fruitful

incoherence

dialogues with artists on internationalism
Gavin Jantjes

[ed]

Institute of International Visual Arts (inlVA),

A

review by Murray McCartney

London, 1998

"The starting point of critical elaboration is
the consciousness of what one really is and

knowing one's

self as a product

of the
which has

historical process to date,

The opening dialogue, with Susan Hiller,
sets the tone of Jantjes' project. The
conversation ranges from the artist's drive

going

to

be overlooked by viewers, but

to

'wonder and explore'; through her

's

...

deposited in you an infinity of traces without

relationship with the viewers of her work;

the centre

leaving an inventory. Therefore,

her uses of text, language and the internet;

space."

it is

imperative at the outset to compile such an

considerations of "home"; and. finally, to a

inventoiy." (Antonio Gramsci)

reflection about

why

up Gramsci"s challenge
infinity

Gavin Jantjes takes

of traces by engaging seven

eighth, the late

artists in

work of an

lengthy conversations; the

Chohreh Feyzdjou.

me

"which would locate

to explore the

mystical,

charming loony young woman

intellectual

years on the

subject of cultural difference, hybridily and

post-colonialism.

The debates have

largely

this

spontaneously and

simple reason that

if I

were able

to

and
make

present

wouldn

as eloquent in his conversation as

is in

of the dialogue reflects her acuity quite as

an

elliptical

lead these debates even when their practice

much

"There

has prefigured or demarcated the theoretical

the question.

ground".

tradition? she answers. "With tradition?

as

Well. I

was coined by

The book's

title

Su.san Hiller to describe the

it

't

have

Capelan
he

incoherence offers a long overdue

to

the

does her engaging humility. To

don

't

What should
know

artists

I only

...

know

do with

its

audience, between the

Ah!

that there

somewhere

...

already occurred

my job

is

""/

the

Hiller notes that,

""/

am

at

home

in

Lund, which

1

am

a Lundian

also from Montevideo

artist.

I

..."

as a sorter."

Freud Museum,

in

ethnography, and views both through

itself.

is

ethnicity.

Returning

From

a Uruguayan being",

tike

a small town in Scandinavia, and I feel

am

Talking about

dialogues with

's

and

part of this town.

't

of the viewer.

Its sub-title,

nothing

done that hasn

which she juxtaposes psychoanalysis with

on internationalism, speaks for

is

and more than once deflects

question with a robust rejoinder.

probably nothing I've ever thought, said or

intention of the artist and the interpretation

artists

is

his art,

he says, apropos of challenges to nationality

productively ambiguous space between the

artwork and

the

"...

roots in Latin culture".

artwork"), but the easy, back-and-forth flow

corrective to this neglect.

aesthetics,

really clearly in words, briefly
succinctly, I

afruitfiil

Chicano

Scandinavia, "because I have these deep
it

inlVA Director Gilane Tawadros points out
her Preface, "artists are rarely invited to

own

rich in the exoticism

European than the "blonde Vikings' of

about

the cuff, for the

off'

is

paradoxically he regards himself as more

difficult to talk

("... it's

taken place in academic circles, and as

in

to the creation of his

kitsch, the fantasy, the colours", but

resists the

sword-play of Jantjes'

interrogation
in recent

—

that characterises

is

critics.

has been written

"the white cube, this sacred

work

context. His

There are moments when Hiller

Much

—

atmosphere"

artist".

explored through interviews with friends and

that

from the confining walls of Swedish

museums

as a very

...

up

considerations of "space' focus on his escape

feminism, and of the patriarchy

tradition, of

clearly theirs, they take

is

For the Uruguayan Carlos Capelan,

she does what she

does: challenging the oithodoxies of
In afruitfid incoherence,

I

had underestimated people ability to
enter into the spirit of the work
if the work
is presented in such a way that the space at
really

art,

thought this piece was

to

Uruguay

after

an absence of

twenty years, Capelan created

Mapas y

Paisajes (Maps and Landscapes), an
installation contrived

and four

from old books, mud

light bulbs "that

became a map of
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Marie Jo Lafontaine, Wir haben Die Kunst Damit wir
nicht an der Wahrheit zugrunde gehen, 1991,
colour photographs diameter 15 metres

the world'

show
been

as

if

.

He welcomed people

"/

homeland.

to a re-invented

liviiiii

to the

for twenty years

in

an

lluil I live in

had

iniai;inary

aw. where

And

Brussels.

I live,

a place

in the

actual

to unsettle the

Uruguay. We were living

in the

same place

elsewhere.

but located on different levels

and knew

They got the
was talking

the place

where

I

are."

from which she launches forays

Uruguay, white they lived

point

It's

and where my friends

complacency of city-dwellers

[they] didn

not told,

is

't

What we

are

whether the inscription beneath

naming dome was hers or theirs: "Wir
Damit wir nicht an der
Wahrheit zugrunde gehen" (We have art. so

the

Harare's municipal twin. Munich, was one
In 1991 Lafontaine

was

that

we

It is

a notable strength of Jantjes' technique

don't perish by the truth).

about."

such

Throughout the book, such homespun

as an interlocutor that he doesn't allow his

humanity dances elegantly with the

work in the Glyptothek Museum.
She lined one of its domes with photographs
of fire (a reference to its having been

theoretical microsurgery of post-modernist

bombed

out the

target.

invited

to install a

investigation. Jantjes

is

not one to hide his

erudition under a bushel, and

is

ever-ready

in

WWII), and

in

an outside wall-

on

words, "The greatness of our

text.

What

about that

rescues a fruitful

could so easily have descended
hands,

is

fellowship with the artists to

who

is

continues to live

the only

in

her

Belgium. '7 have a space
is

my

territory.

It is

whom

not

.so

in

he

all the

good

world flow into

us.

the city, including the
city

brings

il

talks.

where

'them',

city is

open

to

...

and

very important

it

still

to

draw the

we

leave

If

uncertain about
still

we
how

to

unsure about

between 'us' and
w uh our uncertainty

line

it

enriched by having been

and we have no periodic

observing or finding out secrets

book

their

view internationalism,

Our

in the

company of

questing minds, of innovative talents.

no subject

can complain of being governed by people

Those of us who

unfit for their responsibilities."

academe may also leave it with a slight
distaste for some of the language and synta.v
of post-modernism. Tawadros opens the

country.

Brussels

finish the

things from all over

deportations in order to prevent people

one of them

home

the

the world,

able

and respectful

his instinctive

Marie Jo Lafontaine

in less

it

works. These alone

are worth the price of admission.

treati.se

elbow

entertaining and illuminating

commentaries on

Duchamp.

incoherence from the archness into which

artists'

Pericles, she displayed a part of the radical

statesman's

or a reference to the latest

interest in theoretical elaboration to

niche which had once framed a sculpture of

with a quote from Borges, an allusion to

seminal
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tells us. "...

liaben Die Kun.st

...

exactly what I

Lafontaine

appreciate the Pericles text."

The good burghers of BMW-ville were
best pleased. "They are .so proud"

not

live

book by suggesting

beyond the walls of

that visual practice

provides the starting point for "discussion

definition"

cuouiul defmilions of 'home' and

assist

'displacement', the 'boundary'
'international' in addition to

is

implicitly formulated to

Considerations of nation, nationality and
nationalism are of course central to the

debates on which a fruitful incoherence

space' of 'fruitful incoherence".

and the

many

which

our interrogation of the 'ambiguous

focuses.

other

The entry under Tradition, for instance, cites
Yang Lian: "A living and open tradition
must b\ its veiy nature he grounded in the

'keywords which contribute to our
understanding of European culture at the
'

end of the nventieth century." The book
closes with a Glossary to augment our

'/',

and consequently,

in

muddy
Too

modenuty."

To

this

reviewer

the waters as

it

Really? Must

The bracketing of 'keywords'

Raymond Williams

it?

inside

the

same name, but

the temptation to

the former through the prism of the

that

the

"...

less

dogmatic

word moves

Williams paid attention

to

actually

is.

hetraxal

ami a surrender."

this,

some of the Glossary's

'exile', 'migration' or 'other'.

new

to

and assembling of cultural

citations are

breathtaking in their self-confidence, others

Homi

Bhabha on Nation: "The Western nation
as an obscure and ubiquitous fonn of living
the locality of culture. This locality is more
K.

around temporality than about historicity ...
more psychic than civiliry: more hybrid in
the articulation of cultural differences and

culturalism of terms such as 'boundary',

from geographical or cultural fixities,

positions detennined through a creative

identities."

appear almost willfully opaque. Thus,

contemporary multi-

wordy precision: "The act of artists
moving themselves and their ideas away

negotiating

influence of the vocabulary of 'culture' and

significance to

of Migration, for instance, the editors have

of

how much has been
us. and how various it
in its own way, is both a

If

could hardly have foreseen the totemic

a

sacrificed elegance for an ungainly species

few of the words glossed by Rohini
Malik and Gavin Jantjes. He shared their
concern with the alteration, redefinition and

two decades ago

is

towards ceremony, duty and respect.

to only a

'society', but the lexicon of

that the result

bloodied mess. In their working definition

again and again towards age-old and

handed down

no surprise

once

Considering only

latter is

irresistible.

It is

is at

and more accessible:

view

to

does to clarify them.

often, the post-modernist project

words and meanings

may not be an intentional
echo of Raymond Williams' 1976 book of

however,

much

appears to involve wresding so hard with

understanding.

quotation marks

at least,

prose such as Bhabha's does as

Compare John

Berger,

whom

fortunately had the grace and

they

good sense

to

quote: "Emigration does not only involve

leaving behind, crossing water living

amongst strangers, but, al^o, undoing
very meaning of the world."
Proof indeed

the

that poetry, as well as the

The fonnat of the Glossary is to follow a
word's dictionary meaning with citations

identifications than can be represented in

visual arts, can thrive in the realm of fruitful

any hierarchical or binary structuring of

incoherence.

from recent

social antagonism."

texts (catalogue essays, articles

in cultural journals),

and a 'working

Forthcoming events and exhibitions
Longman's Biennale of Women Artists. The
UNDP Bridging The Gap programme will
take over the gallery on 18 August and in
early September the tlnal year students from
the BAT Workshop will be showing their

The Land, an exhibition of paintings by
leading Zimbabwean exponents of the
landscape such as George Churu, Jean
Hahn, Daryl Nero, Richard Witikani,

Kate Raath and Hilary Kashiri
throughout July

at

will run

Gallery Delta. This will

work.

be followed until 14 August by a show

At Pierte Gallery, from 13 July

and beyond and including work by Antonio

August, two French

Costa. The Cros.sroads group will
exhibit from 17 August until 7 September
when an exhibition of works by Robert

Desloubieres

E.

Mutare opened

a

( 1

visual arts in the region.

They

On

14 July

Tel: (020)

(if the

62328.

funds have been found to

keep the doors open) the National Gallery

Polytech) and

Kamangwana.

and

Charles

be a show of Wire Art produced by

participants in

NGB's

active Outreach

programme. Thatha Camera, an exhibition
of photographs from the townships 9001985, will open in August and Berry
Bickle returns

to her native region for a solo

show.

photography will be organised

art

at the

Polytech and the workshop will be followed

by an exhibition

first at

Pierre and then in

Paris at Pierte Gallery France

(

105, rue

tel:

33-1-

56582437). This gallery, dedicated to

contemporary African

art

with an emphasis

on Zimbabwe, was opened in September
1998 and will be showing the work of

Zephania Tshuma (Zimbabwe) and Chiff
(painter from Benin) until the end of July.

in

Harare will be launching an exhibition of

award winning architectural designs which
will be followed on 4 August by the second

The Aftershave International Artists
Workshop will be held in the grass and mud
structures of the

Lectures about

Mademoiselle, 75015 Paris

will hold a

workshop for local artists in July and intend
to showcase artists from the area as well as
bring exhibitions from around the country.
For information

Philippe

(sculptor, painter)

Anderson
Mukomberanwa, Chiko Chazunguza

showing of the "98
Heritage Exhibition. Established in Kopje
1th Avenue), this second branch of
House
NGZ, aims to stimulate development in the

on 18 June with

artists,

to 10

working alongside
(at the

in

will also

Martiel Verdier (photographer) will be

will again inhabit his old hou.se.

The new National Gallery

in a visual

extravaganza entitled Painted Ladies. There

1

featuring prominent artists from the region

Paul

Knight and Anne Simone Mutton
combine painting and fashion

The National Gallery in Bulawayo continues
to display its dynamism through original
and innovative exhibitions. In July, Cecile

Museum

Nigerian Architecture

of Traditional

from

in Jos, Nigeria,

23 October - 6 November. This year 24
artists

from Argentina, Botswana, Cuba,

Japan, Kenya, Pakistan, Senegal, South
Africa,

UK,

Austria and Nigeria will be

participating. For further information

contact Adele Garkida on e-mail:

aftshave@abu.edu.ng

The

Zimbabwe Association

Critics has a meeting each
the

month

at the

last

of Art

Monday

of

Bookcafe with discussions

on various topics,
events. Everyone

issues, exhibitions
is

and

welcome. Please

contact us at Tel: 861195 ore-mail

<bmurray @mango.zw>
details.

for information

and

^'^

